
PRIME™ COGNITIN MEMORY SUPPORT FORMULA
PROTECT  YOUR MEMORIES

AIDS IN IMPROVING AND
ENHANCING MEMORY

HELPS MINIMIZE THE EFFECTS
OF AGING ON THE BRAIN

HELPS MAINTAIN NORMAL
BRAIN PHYSIOLOGY 

P RO DUCT SKU: 130 95 | 30  SERVINGS

Why C hoose  Prime C ognit in Memory Support  Fo rmula?Why C hoose  Prime C ognit in Memory Support  Fo rmula?  
As we age, the ability to retain our memories sometimes fades. At times, even the simplest
things - names, events or tasks that we would have had no problem remembering a few
years ago - seem to completely slip our minds. Instead of turning to supplements for memory
and focus or brain supplements with lesser formulas and higher prices, turn to Prime Cognitin
to support your overall cognitive performance. 

In the market of supplements for memory and focus, Prime Cognitin stands out. Prime
Cognitin is specially designed to help maintain healthy blood circulation within the brain.
Maintaining proper blood flow to the brain is important in maintaining proper brain function - a
job competing brain supplements don't address. 

Prime Cognitin's ingredient combination is unique to supplements for brain health, utilizing a
combination of alpha-lipoic acid, gingko biloba and acetyl l-carnitine to support normal brain
activity by maintaining healthy blood circulation in the brain and infusing the brain with
antioxidants to inhibit free radical activity, which can lead to premature aging on a cellular
level and affect the brain. 

What mechanisms does this f o rmula t ion work by*?What mechanisms does this f o rmula t ion work by*?  
- Aids in improving and enhancing memory 
- Supports normal mental activity 
- Inhibits oxidative stress on the brain 
- Helps maintain healthy blood circulation within the brain (cerebral blood flow) 
- Helps maintain normal brain physiology 
- Supports overall cognitive performance 
- Promotes healthy levels of acetylcholine (an important neurotransmitter in the brain) 
- Helps minimize the effects of aging on the brain 

When should  I start  to  see  a  d if f e rence?When should  I start  to  see  a  d if f e rence?  
Possibly within two weeks.


